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‘Act Now’ To Defeat the Coup, Use  
LaRouche Economics To Stop a Crash 

The best chance has now arrived to shut down         
the seemingly endless coup attempt by British and        
U.S. intelligence agencies to drive President      
Donald Trump out of office. But that chance has to          
be seized, because time is running out to deal with          
a deepening global industrial recession and an       
oncoming financial breakdown of Wall Street and       
City of London banks. Economic survival and       
recovery need urgent attention, with policies      
proposed by the late founder of EIR and        
LaRouchePAC, Lyndon LaRouche; and thus his      
prosecution in the 1980s—the prototype for the       
assault on Trump now—must be repudiated. 

This was the message of Schiller Institute       
President Helga Zepp-LaRouche early Monday,     
when she called for a rapid, sharp mobilization to         
defeat this coup when it has clearly run up against          
an aroused public’s resistance. What is dressed up        
as an impeachment is a policy of permanent war,         
and regime changes aimed at war provocations       
against Russia and China as well. Those now        
trying to remove the President brought a fascist        
coup to Ukraine in 2013-14, and insist it fight         
Russia “to the last Ukrainian.” The American       
people rejected this endless war policy in electing        
President Trump, and polls, as well as elected        
officials, reflect the fact that they are rejecting this         
coup attempt. 

“We have a great chance right now, and we’d         
better take it,” Zepp-LaRouche said today. The       
coup can clearly be defeated with a strong        
mobilization to defend the President’s peace      
policy now; but, the American industrial economy       
is sinking and a financial crisis is coming on for          
which he does not yet have answers. Many, many         
economists and banking experts consulted by EIR       
and the Schiller Institute confirm this and add  

 

their own warnings; and the Federal Reserve       
confirms it by its actions while claiming a strong         
economy in its words. In Europe Deutsche Bank,        
the biggest derivative bank with the most       
interconnected risk in the world, is seen by all         
expert observers in Europe to be failing. 

Therefore we need the exoneration of Lyndon       
LaRouche, she said. He laid out his Four Laws         
beginning with Glass-Steagall, to break up the Wall        
Street and City of London speculative casinos, and        
open the way for national credit channels for new         
infrastructure, new technology, crash programs at      
scientific frontiers. He also emphasized that      
cooperation of two nations in the world is most         
critical for economic recovery and progress—the      
United States and China. 

President Trump has held the line, against all        
odds, for a policy of cooperation with the great         
nuclear powers Russia and China, as well as India         
and Japan. To stop a deepening global economic        
slowdown, though, the United States has to join        
actively with those powers and establish a new        
international credit and currency system. Lyndon      
LaRouche specified it beginning in the 1990s—a       
New Bretton Woods with stable exchange rates       
and cooperation in great projects of infrastructure       
all over the world. Failing to take these actions         
means a financial breakdown worse than 2008, at        
a time unpredictable but soon. 

Helga Zepp-LaRouche today also recommended     
demanding that 2013-14 State Department and      
National Security Council documents dealing with      
the fascist “Maidan” coup in Ukraine be released,        
to further expose the war policy behind the        
present coup against Trump. 

“Act now!” she said. “This is the chance!” 
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